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As he premieres a new work at the First Night, the composer says the way music has been 'punished' in lockdown is inexplicable ...
Proms composer James MacMillan: 'Choirs have been following the rules while football fans yell their heads off'
Throughout Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia, the holiday is often celebrated ... who is associated with the death and rebirth of nature. 6 Ivan Kupala refers to John the Baptist, but incorporates ...
Ivan Kupala Night: A Slavic Solstice Celebration In Ukraine
The Jablkowski Brothers Department Store was once a Warsaw landmark that revolutionized shopping and brought goods to a modernizing society in the early 20th century. But unlike Harrods in London and ...
Historic Warsaw store, seeking rebirth, hit by pandemic
Competitions begin tomorrow in the city hit by the nuclear disaster 10 years ago, with softball. The site of the disaster has been chosen to redeem Japan's image. Pandemic and international rifts ...
Olympics in Fukushima: symbol of non-existent rebirth
Tavern owners stake their futures on reinvention, from high-tech gadgetry to quirky new offerings like ... Russian face-slapping?
COVID-19 nearly benched Denver’s sports bars. Some are surging back through innovation.
From anti-colonial struggles, to Nazi propaganda, the Cold War and the reshaping of the global order with the rise of China, the Olympics has seen it all being played on its arena.
From Hitler’s Aryan show to shows of resistance… the politics of Olympics
The study investigates the consequences of these dictatorial and authoritarian regimes for psychoanalysis and for psychoanalysts focusing on similarities and differences in Hungary, in former ...
The saga of psychoanalysis in Eastern Europe: repression and rebirth in Hungary, and in former Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
(The next is on 22 September.) All of us will most definitely rejoice at the rebirth of the uniquely remarkable Proms. When commercial television was owned by regional companies there would be ...
The BBC Proms show the corporation at its best – we are lucky to see its rebirth at the Royal Albert Hall
Between the scream, unleashed by the teenage heroine Ada during Mrs Wallcott’s history lesson, and the ceremonial rebirth of the fig, there are star-crossed lovers cauterised and separated by ...
The Island of Missing Trees by Elif Shafak — war and figs
First, let me refresh your memory on the rebirth of the APC in 2018. It was an amalgamation of varied tendencies with no common ideology and therefore was lacking in the most rudimentary party ...
It’s improper for Lai Mohammed to factionalise Kwara APC –AbdulRazaq supporter
In its early years, the company sold its merchandise in rubles, with a catalogue and delivery service that sent goods as far away as the Russia's far-east city of Vladivostok. The business pulled ...
Historic Warsaw store, seeking rebirth, hit by pandemic
Today a European Union member, Poland was at the time carved up by foreign powers, with Warsaw part of the Russian empire. In its early years, the company sold its merchandise in rubles ...
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